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feature learning [7]–[10]. The benefit of the former category

relates to the conversion of sketches into the same modality

as photos, and hence lies in the ability to utilize existing

photo-based face recognition methods. Thus, the applicabil-

ity of the existing photo-based face recognition algorithms

can be greatly expanded.

Current methods for face photo-sketch transformation

can be mainly grouped into example-based methods and

regression-based methods. Example-based methods assume

that the corresponding sketches (or patches of sketches) of

two similar face photos (or patches of face photos) are also

similar. Such methods rely on face photo-sketch pairs in

the training set to synthesize images. In order to achieve

good transformation results, these methods usually require

a large number of photo-sketch pairs. However, the com-

putational cost may also grow linearly with the increase of

the training set size. Regression-based methods overcome the

issues mentioned above and the most time-consuming part

only exists in the training stage when learning the mapping

between face photos and sketches, but the inference/testing

stage can be fast. In this paper, we propose a Generative

Adversarial Network (GAN) for face sketch-to-photo trans-

formation, leveraging the advantages of CycleGAN [11] and

conditional GANs [12]. We have designed a new feature-

level loss, which is jointly used with the traditional image-

level adversarial loss to ensure the quality of the synthesized

photos. The proposed approach outperforms state-of-the-art

approaches for synthesizing photos in terms of structural

similarity index (SSIM). More importantly, the synthesized

photos of our approach are found to be more instrumental

in improving the sketch-to-photo matching accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

summarizes representative methods of face photo-to-sketch

transformation, and GANs. Section III provides details of

the proposed method and the designed feature-level loss.

Experimental results and analysis are presented in Section

IV. Finally, we conclude this work in Section V.

Abstract— Face sketch-photo transformation has broad appli-
cations in forensics, law enforcement, and digital entertainment, 
particular for face recognition systems that are designed for 
photo-to-photo matching. While there are a number of methods 
for face photo-to-sketch transformation, studies on sketch-
to-photo transformation remain limited. In this paper, we 
propose a novel conditional CycleGAN for face sketch-to-
photo transformation. Specifically, we leverage the advantages 
of CycleGAN and conditional GANs and design a feature-level 
loss to assure the high quality of the generated face photos from 
sketches. The generated face photos are used, as a replacement 
of face sketches, and particularly for face identification against 
a gallery set of mugshot photos. Experimental results on 
the public-domain database CUFSF show that the proposed 
approach is able to generate realistic photos from sketches, 
and the generated photos are instrumental in improving the 
sketch identification accuracy against a large gallery set.

I. INTRODUCTION

Facial sketches are widely used by law enforcement agen-

cies as support for suspect identification. Typically, forensic 
sketches are hand drawn based on verbal descriptions of 
the eyewitness or the victim. In addition to circulation of 
such forensic sketches on TV and newspapers, the police 
departments tend to utilize face sketches as probes, in 
automated face recognition searches in mugshot databases. 
While face sketch-photo transformation can be instrumental 
for the improvement of such sketch based face recognition, 
it is also of interest for entertainment. For example, in social 
media, many people use face sketches as their avatar figures 
on Facebook, Twitter, QQ, and Wechat.

However, given the heterogeneous nature of photos and

sketches stemming from different generation mechanisms 
(i.e., intensity by digital sensor vs. line drawing by hand),

there can be large geometric deformations and texture differ-

ences between a face photo and its associated sketch. These

factors make sketch based face recognition a challenging 
heterogeneous face recognition (HFR) problem.

Towards tackling this problem many methods have been 
proposed that can be classified into two categories: (i) photo-

sketch transformation [1]–[6], and (ii) modality-invariant
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II. RELATED WORK

A. Face Photo-Sketch Synthesis

Notable approaches in face sketch synthesis include the

works [1]–[5], [13]–[19]. Tang and Wang [1], [2] performed

photo-sketch transformation under the assumption that the

transformation can be viewed as a linear mapping. They used

principal component analysis (PCA) [20] to reconstruct the

input photo from training photos and then synthesize the

sketch by a linear combination of corresponding sketches

weighted by the same reconstruction coefficients. We note

that the whole face and whole sketch cannot be well repre-

sented by only a simple linear transformation, specifically

the high-frequency information of the generated sketches

is not well synthesized, and hence the output sketch tends

to be blurry. Considering the restrained presentation ability

of linear transformation, Liu et al. [3] and Liu et al. [4]

presented nonlinear transformation methods for face sketch

synthesis by exploiting local linear embedding (LLE) [21].

This constituted a classical manifold learning method, which

adopted the patch-based strategy. A test photo and the photo-

sketch pairs in the training set were divided into several

overlapping image patches. K-NN was performed to search

the K nearest photo patches in the training set, and the

obtained corresponding K sketch patches were used to

synthesize the output sketch patch. The output sketch is a

weighted combination of these K sketch patches using the

same weights. This method outperformed former approaches,

has though other limitations, as it does not consider the

compatibility or relationship between neighboring patches,

i.e., each patch was synthesized independently. Considering

such a relation, Wang and Tang [5] employed the Markov

Random Fields (MRF) to model the distribution patches,

i.e., the distribution between a test photo patch and the

nearest photo patches, as well as the distribution between

adjacent synthesized sketch patches. However, such a method

cannot generate a new image patch that does not exist in the

training photo-sketch pairs, and it is an NP-hard to optimize.

Considering that sketches generated by Liu et al. [3] were

noisy, Song et al. [13] presented a real-time example-based

face sketch synthesis method which considers face sketch

synthesis (FSS) as an image denoising problem and the

method can be speeded up, when processed with a GPU. The

synthesized sketches looked flat and blunted due to denoising

by average operators.

Sparse coding [22] and dictionary learning are prevalent in

image reconstructing [23]–[26], and they have been utilized

in sketch synthesis from photos [14]–[16]. Chang et al.

[14] applied sparse representation to face sketch synthesis,

where the training photo-sketch set was firstly divided into

overlapping regions and then a local coupled dictionary was

constructed using sparse coding. For each region in a test

photo, its sparse representation coefficients were computed

to determine the corresponding sketch patches for recon-

struction. Additionally, a local smoothness constraint was

enforced between overlapping patches.

Regression-based methods aim to learn a regression model

to transform a face photo to a face sketch or vice versa.

Zhu and Wang [17] used a Ridge Regression model to learn

the mapping between photo patches and their corresponding

sketch patches. Zhang et al. [18] used a convolution network

(CNN) as regression model. However, the generated sketches

still looked blurry due to the limited representation ability

of their loss function (mean square error, MSE). Zhu et

al. [19] combined a generative example-based method with

discriminatively trained deep convolutional neural networks

for face sketch synthesis. Herein the procedures in the test

stage were complicated, which not only included a single

transformation by a network (thus the associated computation

cost was not low) and it was only able to transform face

photos into sketches in one direction.

B. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

GANs were introduced by Goodfellow et al. [27] and

comprise a generative model G and a discriminative model

D, jointly trained in an adversarial way. G generates data

with distribution resembling the training data, while D

estimates the probability that a sample comes from the

training data rather than from G. Both models are mul-

tilayer perceptrons in general, and their abilities are poor

in the beginning of the training. The two models compete

against each other, resulting in their abilities improving so

the generative model G can produce data with a similar

distribution to the training data. GANs obtain impressive

results without any complicated process. Since the advent

of GANs, numerous variations have been proposed. Condi-

tional GANs (cGANs) [12] added an auxiliary information

y into the original concept, which relates to a modality or

class labels. By adding extra information, the generation

process can be directed. Least Squares GANs (LSGANs)

[28] replaced the sigmoid cross entropy loss function from

the original GANs with least squares loss function for the

discriminator, which tackled the vanishing gradient problem

during the learning process. Deviating from cGANs, Pix2Pix

[29] used U-Net [30] as the generator network and proposed

“PatchGAN” classifier as discriminator accountable for the

image-to-image transformation. L1 distance term was added

to the objective function to capture the low-frequency infor-

mation. The U-Net structure preserves a part of important

information of the input image and directs it to the output

image using skip connections. CycleGAN [11] adopted the

cycle-consistency loss to break the limitations of training

image-to-image transformation, while paired training data is

not available. It trained four neural networks: a generator

network for translating images from domain A to domain

B, an additional one for translating images from domain

B to domain A, a discriminator network for estimating

the probability that the image is from domain B rather

than A, and finally one performing the opposite estimation.

Unlike neural style transfer [31], it performed transformation,

mimicking the style on the entire image collection rather than

a single selected image.

The here proposed approach is motived by cGANs [12],

Pix2Pix [29] and CycleGAN [11], but it differs from these



methods in that: (i) we propose a novel feature-level loss to

assure the synthesized photo quality and its effectiveness for

face recognition, (ii) we employ auxiliary information during

network training to improve the robustness of the model.

We note that the network inference does not require such

auxiliary information.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

As shown in Fig. 1, our approach learns two mappings

between sketch domain S and photo domain P , i.e., S → P ,

a mapping from sketch domain to photo domain, as well as

the opposite mapping P → S. In order to achieve this, we

use two generator networks GS2P and GP2S , of which GS2P

aims to generate the corresponding photos from input face

sketches, and GP2S operates symmetrically. We also train

two discriminator networks DP and DS . DP takes the input

of two images, i.e., a synthesized face photo U generated by

GS2P (X) and the corresponding real face sketch X , and the

output DP (X,U) denotes the probability that the synthetic

face photo U is likely to be the real photo corresponding to

the real sketch X . Similarly, DS(Y, V ) gives the probability

that a synthesized face sketch V is likely to be the real sketch

corresponding to the input photo Y .

Motivated by conditional GANs, in which both the genera-

tor and discriminator are provided with auxiliary information

to enhance the network training, the discriminators of our

network also take a synthesized face image and a real image

from the other modality as input, in which the real image

is used as the auxiliary information. In addition, we design

a feature-level loss to penalize the differences between a

synthesized photo and the ground-truth photo in the feature

space. Thus, it works as a complementary loss to the L1

loss to enhance the ability of generator GS2P . The ablation

study in our experiments below shows the effectiveness of

our feature-level loss.

A. Network Architecture

We use the same network architecture for the two gen-

erators GS2P and GP2S . Similarly, the two discriminators

DS and DP share the same network architecture. In the

following, we proceed to provide details on the generator

and discriminator architectures.

We use following notations to facilitate our description

below: C(k,n) denotes a Convolution-BatchNorm-Relu layer

with k filters and n-channels in the output. CD(k,n) denotes

a Convolution-Batchnorm-Relu-Dropout layer with k filters

and n-channels in the output, the dropout rate is 50%. All

convolutions are 4× 4 spatial filters with a stride of 2.

1) Generator: We use a U-Net [30] structure to build

our generator because of its success in Pix2Pix, which was

utilized in the context of image transformation [29]. One

advantage of the U-Net is that it is able to preserve a part of

the important information from the input image using skip

connections. Such a property can be useful for our sketch-

to-photo transformation task, because the synthesized face

photo will be used for face identification, and the retained

information from the input sketch image may retail more

subject discriminative information.

Specifically, the encoder of our generator has six

convolutional layers: C(64,64)-C(128,128)-C(256,256)-

C(512,512)-C(512,512)-C(512,512), and the decoder

of our generator has six convolutional layers as well:

CD(512,1024)-CD(512,1024)-CD(256,512)-CD(128,256)-

CD(64,128)-CD(3,3). Since the face sketch images are

single-channel gray-scale images, we duplicate the images

into three channels, and use them as the input of the

generator network. Such a three-channel duplication

operation also allows for a compatibility with sketch-to-

color-photo transformation, which we intend to study in a

future work.

We do use batch normalization in both the encoder and

decoder, but it is not applied in the first and last layers of the

encoder (i.e., C(64,64) and C(512,512)), and the last layer in

the decoder (i.e., CD(3,3)). All ReLus in the encoder except

the last layer are leaky with slope 0.2, and all the other

ReLus in the generator are not leaky. There is a Tanh in

the last layer CD(3,3) in the decoder instead of Relu. The

skip connections concatenate activations from layer i in the

encoder to layer 6 − i in the decoder, which leads to the

number of the output channels of layers 1-5 in the decoder

to be twice the number of its filters.

In order to have a better performance of sketch-to-photo

transformation, we tested a more powerful sketch-to-photo

generator GS2P , with more layers (two or four convolution

layers). However, our experiments show that it does not

improve the performance. This might be due to the small

size of the training set.

2) Discriminator: Our discriminator consists of three

convolution layers (see Table I). Again the input to our

discriminator is a duplicated three-channel image.

TABLE I

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE DISCRIMINATOR IN OUR APPROACH.

layer no output size Description

i
64 × 64

3 channels
the gray-scale images are
duplicated as 3 channels

d1
64 × 64

64 channels

conv 1 × 1, 64 filters, stride=1,
(padding=0, use bias=True)

LeakyReLu(0.2)

d2
64 × 64

128 channels

conv 1 × 1, 128 filters, stride=1,
(padding=0, use bias=False)

BatchNorm
LeakyReLu(0.2)

d3
64 × 64

1 channels
conv 1 × 1, 1 filters, stride=1,

(padding=0, use bias=False)

B. Objective Function

The whole network comprises of five pertinent losses: (1)

adversarial loss, (2) L1 loss, (3) cycle-consistency loss, (4)

identity mapping loss, and (5) face feature loss, which we

proceed to describe.

1) Adversarial Loss: The design of the adversarial loss

is an important part of the objective, as it decides whether

the synthesized photo (or sketch) can be as close to the real

photo (or real sketch) as possible. Two adversarial losses



Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed GAN for sketch-to-photo transformation using feature-level loss.

used in GS2P , DP , GP2S , and DS are defined as follows

LS2P(GS2P , DP ) = Ex,y∼pdata(x,y)[logDP (x, y)]

+ Ex∼pdata(x)[log(1−DP (x,GS2P (x)))],
(1)

LP2S(GP2S , DS) = Ex,y∼pdata(x,y)[logDS(y, x)]

+ Ey∼pdata(y)[log(1−DS(y,GP2S(y)))].
(2)

Thus, LS2P is accountable to train the generator GS2P and

the discriminator DP in an adversarial way. In particular,

GS2P is expected to generate face photos as similar to

the real sketches as possible, so that DP is not able to

differentiate the synthesized photos from real photos. At

the same time, the discriminator DP aims to distinguish

between the real photos and the synthesized photos, i.e.,

minGS2P
maxDP

LS2P(GS2P , DP ).
Instead of using the original form of adversarial loss,

we use the least squares loss in LSGANs [28] as the

LS2P(GS2P , DP ), i.e,

minDP
=

1

2
Ex∼pdata(x)[(DP (x,GS2P (x)))

2]

+
1

2
Ex,y∼pdata(x,y)[(DP (x, y)− 1)2]

minGS2P
= Ex∼pdata(x)[(DP (x,GS2P (x))− 1)2].

(3)

Similarly, we define LP2S(GP2S , DS) as

minDS
=

1

2
Ey∼pdata(y)[(DS(y,GP2S(y)))

2]

+
1

2
Ex,y∼pdata(x,y)[(DS(y, x)− 1)2]

minGP2S
= Ey∼pdata(y)[(DS(y,GP2S(y))− 1)2].

(4)

We find that using these adversarial losses leads to better

results in terms of the face identification rate.

2) L1 Loss: We use a L1 loss to penalize the difference

between the synthesized photos (or sketches) and the ground-

truth photos (or ground-truth sketches).

LL1(GS2P ) = Ex,y∼pdata(x,y)[||y −GS2P (x)||1] (5)

and

LL1(GP2S) = Ex,y∼pdata(x,y)[||x−GP2S(y)||1]. (6)

With the L1 loss the two generators GS2P and GP2S are

expected to generate synthesized photos and synthesized

sketches that are as similar to the ground-truth photos and

the ground-truth sketches as possible.

3) Cycle-Consistency Loss: As shown in [11], the cycle-

consistency loss requires the image translation cycle to be

able to bring an input x back to its original domain, i.e.,

GP2S(GS2P (x)) ≈ x (see Fig. 1). Cycle-consistency loss is

particularly useful when no paired training data is available.

Even though our training data (sketch and photo) is paired,

we also use the cycle-consistency loss to enhance the sketch-

photo translation capability of the whole network.

Lcyc(GS2P , GP2S) = Ex∼pdata(x)[||GP2S(GS2P (x))− x||1]
+ Ey∼pdata(y)[||GS2P (GP2S(y))− y||1]

(7)

4) Identity Mapping Loss: The three losses above (ad-

versarial loss, L1 loss and cycle-consistency loss) emphasize

that the two generators (GS2P and GP2S) can generate high-

quality synthesized photos and sketches w.r.t. the ground-

truth photos and sketches. We also expect that if a photo



image is input to the sketch-to-photo generator GS2P , the

output should remain the input photo. It is similar for

the photo-to-sketch generator GP2S . Such a constraint is

meant to enforce the two generators to learn the essential

characteristics of the photo images and the sketch images.

Similar to Zhu et al. [11], we use a identity-mapping loss to

represent such a constraint

Lidt(GS2P , GP2S) = Ey∼pdata(y)[||GS2P (y)− y||1]
+ Ex∼pdata(x)[||GP2S(x)− x||1].

(8)

5) Face Feature Loss: All four above described losses

operate at the image level, in order to assist in the network

training. Motivated by the success of the perceptual loss for

image style transfer and super-resolution [32], we design a

feature-level loss on the feature domain to further enhance

the network learning. Specifically, we use a pre-trained face

classification network (i.e., Light CNN-29 v2 model [33]) to

extract features from the synthesized photo and the ground-

truth photo images, which are then used for compute the

MSE loss

Lfeature(GS2P ) =

Ex,y∼pdata(x,y)

4∑

i=1

MSE[Fi(y)− Fi(GS2P (x))],
(9)

where Fi(x) represents the deep features of the convolutional

layer before the i-th pooling layer extracted for x by the

pre-trained network F . The real photo y and the synthesized

photo GS2P (x) are resized to 128 × 128 before extracting

features using the pre-trained Light CNN-29 v2 [33], which

accepts input images of 128 × 128. Besides improving the

synthesized photo quality, the proposed feature-level loss is

additionally expected to assure that the synthesized photos

from sketches can be used to improve the face identification

accuracy of the widely used deep face recognition systems

for photo-to-photo matching (see Fig. 2).

With the definition of the above five losses, the full

objective function can be written as

L(GS2P , GP2S , DP , DS)

= LS2P(GS2P , DP ) + LP2S(GP2S , DS)

+ Lfeature(GS2P ) + λLcyc(GS2P , GP2S)

+ λL1LL1(GS2P ) + λL1LL1(GP2S)

+ λ× λidtLidt(GS2P , GP2S).
(10)

We empirically set λ = 10, λidt = 0.5 (suggested in

CycleGAN [11]), and λL1 = 100 in our experiments. We

notice that the final face identification performance using the

synthesized photos from sketches is sensitive to λL1. Using

λL1 = 100 achieves relatively higher face identification

performance. The identification rate will degrade if we use

a too small λL1 or a too large λL1. We notice the possible

reason is that if we set λL1 smaller than 100, the generated

photos tend to be noisy, and if we set λL1 larger than 100,

the generated photos tend to be over-smoothed.

C. Network Training

We use a pre-trained Light CNN-29 v2 model [33] with

1,094 neurons in the last fully connection layer as the feature

extraction network F in our face feature loss. This network is

fine-tuned offline using the sketch-photo data in the training

set of CUFSF. We use an initial learning rate α0 = 0.00001,

and train 80 epochs in total. The learning rate decays in

the form of α = α0 × scale�
epoch−1

10 �, in which scale =
0.457305.

We then train our network using an initial learning rate

α0 = 0.0002, and batchsize = 1. We train the individual

modules of the entire network for 200 epochs in total. The

entire network uses the same learning rate, which decays in

the form of α = α0 × [1 − max(0, epoch+1−100
101 )]. Finally,

we choose the model with the best identification rate for

evaluations.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

A. Dataset and Baselines

The CUHK Face Sketch FERET Database (CUFSF) [6]

is a widely used database for studying face photo-sketch

synthesis and face sketch recognition. It includes 1,194 face

photos and 1,194 corresponding face sketches drawn by

artists. For each photo or sketch, we first detect the five

facial keypoints (two midpoints of eyes, a nose tip, two

mouth corners) using an open source face recognition SDK—

SeetaFace1, and then align and crop the faces based on the

facial keypoints. If the facial keypoints cannot be detected,

we use manually annotated keypoints. The cropped face

images are resized to 64 × 64 for network training. We

randomly choose 100 photo-sketch pairs as the testing set,

and the remaining photo-sketch pairs are used for training.

While there are some other face sketch databases, e.g., PRIP-

Viewed Sketch [8], [34], IIT-D sketch [35], the sizes of these

database are very small (about 200 sketch-photo pairs); thus

we choose to report the results on the relative larger CUFSF

database (more than 1,000 sketch-photo pairs).

After generating photos from the probe sketches, as shown

in Fig. 2, we use them to replace the sketches to perform

face identification. We expect the generated photos by our

approach to be able to improve the face recognition perfor-

mance. While there are a number of face recognition models

available, the open source SeetaFace reported 97.1% accu-

racy on the LFW database [36] and so it constitutes a strong

baseline face matcher for our following experiments. The

probe set contains 100 synthesized photos generated by our

approach and the gallery set consists of the 100 mated face

photos, as well as 10,000 photos from the MORPH database

[37] as background gallery face image to populate the gallery

set. We compare the proposed method with a number of

state-of-the-art approaches that can perform sketch-to-photo

transformation such as CycleGAN [11] and Pix2Pix [29].

There are some variations of CycleGAN, such as conditional

CycleGAN [38], which utilizes face attributes (e.g., skin

color or hair color) as the auxiliary information to improve

1https://github.com/seetaface/SeetaFaceEngine
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sketch-to-photo
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Fig. 2. Diagram of using the synthesized photo by our approach to perform
face identification.

the network training. However, in our experiments, condi-

tional CycleGAN needs extra information when transforming

sketches to photos, and does not show advantage in sketch-

to-photo transformation and the face identification tasks.

Hence we choose to report the performance of CycleGAN.

B. Evaluation Metrics

Besides the subjective comparisons of synthesized photos,

we use two quantitative evaluation measures: Cumulative

Match Characteristic (CMC) curve widely used in face iden-

tification experiment, and structural similarity index (SSIM)

[39], widely used for image quality assessment2.

C. Results

(a) 
Input sketch     

(b)
CycleGAN [11]
cCycleGAN[38]
(unpaired data)

(d)
Pix2Pix [29]

(e)         
    Proposed

(f)  
Ground truth

(c)
CycleGAN [11]
cCycleGAN[38]
(paired data)

0.323

0.532

0.551

0.596

0.620

0.361 0.256 0.272 0.270

0.496 0.464 0.444 0.491

0.592 0.502 0.440 0.512

0.538 0.545 0.520 0.513

0.571 0.558 0.555 0.554

Fig. 3. Synthesized face photos by different approaches. (a) input face
sketches from CUFSF, (b-c) synthesized face photos by CycleGAN [11]
using paired and unpaired data respectively, (d) synthesized face photos by
Pix2Pix [29], (e) synthesized face photos by the proposed method, (f) the
ground-truth photos. The number at the upper-right corner of each image is
the SSIM score of that image w.r.t. the ground-truth photo.

Fig. 3 shows example photos generated by the proposed

approach, and a number of state-of-the-art approaches. We

evaluate CycleGAN using both, paired and unpaired sketch-

photo images, as it can work with either paired or unpaired

2We did not report the Inception Score [40] because it is designed for
evaluating multi-class image generation task; however, we aim to improve
face identification accuracy via face sketch-to-photo transformation.

data. We can see that CycleGAN fails to produce photo-

realistic results, and the synthesized photos often contain

dark shades. Compared with CycleGAN, both Pix2Pix and

our method generate more visually pleasing results. However,

some deformations can be observed in the face photos gener-

ated by Pix2Pix, while such deformations do not exist in the

synthesized photos by our approach. The face identification

accuracies and SSIM scores by our approach outperform

those of the state-of-the-art methods. These results suggest

that the proposed approach is able to convert sketches to

photos with better image quality.

Fig. 4. CMC curves of face identification using the synthesized photos by
the proposed method, Pix2Pix, and CycleGAN respectively. We also give
the CMC curve of using the original face sketches for face identification.

1) Face identification using synthesized photos: We per-

form face identification experiments using the synthesized

photos by different methods to see whether they are able

to improve face identification accuracy. Fig. 4 shows the

CMC curves of individual methods. As expected, directly

matching the probe sketches to the gallery photos offers the

lowest matching rate. The synthesized photos by Pix2Pix,

CycleGAN, and the proposed method lead to a significantly

improved accuracy as opposed to using the probe sketches

(see Fig. 4). However, the proposed method outperforms

the state-of-the-art methods from rank-1 to rank-100 by a

large margin (7% at rank-1). For easy comparison, we also

report the rank-1 to rank-5 face identification accuracies

using the synthesized photos by all approaches in Table II.

Sketch to photo matching is a challenging heterogeneous

face recognition task, because of the big modality gap.

Given the limited training data (about 1,000 pairs), and the

large gallery set with 10K background images, we here note

that 7% at rank-1 improvement against the state-of-the-art

methods is encouraging. In addition, the designed joint loss

function does not increase the computational cost in network

inference, and is only used during network training. These

results suggest that the proposed approach is effective in

reducing the modality gap between sketches and photos,

and instrumental in improving the face sketch recognition

performance.
The main reason why the proposed sketch-to-photo trans-



TABLE II

THE RANK-1 TO RANK-5 FACE IDENTIFICATION RATES USING THE

SYNTHESIZED PHOTOS GENERATED BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES.

Approach Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5

Original sketch 5% 5% 8% 11% 12%

CycleGAN (unpaired) 30% 36% 40% 41% 42%

CycleGAN (paired) 31% 38% 46% 47% 50%

Pix2Pix 25% 32% 36% 41% 42%

Proposed 38% 48% 56% 58% 59%

TABLE III

THE AVERAGE SSIM BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES FOR

SKETCH-TO-PHOTO TRANSFORMATION ON CUFSF.

Approach SSIM
Original sketch 0.2836

CycleGAN (unpaired) 0.4796
CycleGAN (paired) 0.5174

Pix2Pix 0.5476
Proposed 0.5517

formation approach is effective in improving the face iden-

tification accuracy is that while most existing approaches

mainly focus on improving visual quality of synthesized

images [32], [41], our approach focuses on obtaining high-

quality synthesized photos that retain as much identity

information as possible, i.e., through the L1 loss, cycle-

consistency loss and the feature-level loss.

2) Image quality of synthesized photos: The average

SSIM of different approaches are reported in Table III. We

observe that the proposed method achieves the highest SSIM

among all methods. This again suggests that the proposed

approach performs well in synthesizing photos from input

face sketches, i.e., useful for law enforcement in converting

the face sketch of a suspect into a photo, which can be a pre-

processing step for further distribution via TV, social media

or newspaper.

D. Ablation Study

Fig. 5. Face identification performance (in terms of CMC) using the
synthesized face images by the proposed approach under ablation study.

The objective function of our approach contains multiple

losses, and we provide here an ablation study to verify the

effectiveness of individual parts, such as the L1 term, cycle-

consistency loss, identity mapping loss, and feature-level

(a)
 Input sketch      

(b)
- L1 term

(c)
- Cycle loss

(d)
- Identity

    mapping loss

(g)  
Ground truth

(f)
Full method

(e)
- Face loss

Fig. 6. Example face photos synthesized by different methods in the
ablation study. (a) input face sketches from CUFSF, (b-e) synthesized
face photos by the incomplete method without L1 distance term, cycle-
consistency loss, identity mapping loss, face feature loss, respectively, (f)
the generated photos by the proposed method, and (g) the ground-truth
photos.

loss. We drop one component each time during the ablation

study and train the ablated models under the same settings as

the whole method. We generate photos from sketches using

four ablated models, and again use the synthesized photos for

face identification experiments. As shown in Fig. 5, removing

identity mapping loss, face feature loss, L1 term, and cycle-

consistency loss leads to 5%, 12%, 13%, and 9% lower rank-

1 identification rate than using our full method.

A careful observation of the synthesized sketches by

different modes (some representative results can be seen

in Fig. 6), shows that compared to other mehods, methods

without face feature loss tend to produce evident noises

and deformations. Our whole method generates the most

visually pleasing photos among all these approaches. The

CMC curves of individual methods are shown in Fig. 5.

These results suggest the proposed approach with the de-

signed feature-level loss is pertinent for the final recognition

purpose. We have also performed the ablation study multiple

times, the standard derivation of multiple tests is minor.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

While face sketch-photo synthesis has wide applications

in law enforcement, forensics and entertainment, it remains

challenging, due to the big modality gap between pho-

tos and sketches. In this work, we have proposed an ad-

versarial model for synthesizing high-quality face photos

from sketches. Besides the commonly used discriminators

for evaluating the authenticity of the generators, we have



introduced a feature-level loss to assure higher similarities

between the synthesized photos and the ground-truth photos.

Experimental results on the public-domain database CUFSF

show that the proposed approach outperforms the state-

of-the-art methods in sketch-to-photo transformation w.r.t.

SSIM. Face identification using the synthesized photos in a

gallery set with 10K background images show our approach

is instrumental in improving sketch based face recognition

accuracy.

We notice that during the network training, the perfor-

mance may vary within few epochs. A possible reason lies in

the relatively small dataset size employed for sketch-to-photo

transformation. Given the limited data, in our future work we

intend to investigate different pre-training methods to allow

for better convergence of the sketch-to-photo transformation

model. In addition, we would like to explore the possibility of

synthesizing photos from more challenging forensic sketches

(i.e., the sketches drawn based on eyewitness’s verbal de-

scriptions, and composite sketches [42]), in which sketches

can be very different from photos.
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